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RU29 tuning up to measure currents
RU29 spent the day profiling in about
1000 m depths off Virgin Gorda, with
operators tweaking settings on the
onboard Doppler current velocity
profiler to optimize its ability to
measure ocean currents. An important
aspect of the mission will be measuring
speed and direction of currents below
the surface to determine the movement
of the water masses distinguished by
their temperature and salinity
characteristics.
Currents in the region can be strong and
have complex patterns. The figure below
shows the modeled (US Navy AMSEAS
model) currents in the region for 11
September, 2019. RU29 is in an area of
northward surface currents greater than
1 knot. Ocean gliders themselves are
only capable of forward speeds of
around 0.5 knots, and only when they are
ascending or descending. In order to
make headway, they depend on
spending most of their time well below
the surface, where the currents are
generally slower. If necessary, the glider
does have a small electric motor and
propeller which it can use, but at the cost
of tapping into its limited battery reserves.

RU29 recent trackline and position on 11 September 2019. The glider
should begin its trip across the Anegada Passage station line on 12
September.

Modeled surface current vectors from the US Navy AMSEAS model
from 2100 UTC, 11 September, 2019. From OCEANSMAP Caribbean.
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